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Foreword
First of all thank you for your purchase!
We really appreciate your custom, we are planning many expansions for this game
and by purchasing this first edition of the game you are helping us
making it a reality!
This game was created by me, Claudio Berni and my partner Valentina Zanetello
over the course of several years of passionate testing playing together. We think this
game combines all the best elements of both traditional and collectible card games,
and we hope you’ll love it as much as we do.
We would like to hear from you on any aspect of the Rule of Power project. All of
your feedback is always very welcome, please use the contact form available online at
http://www.ruleofpower.com/contact.html
A great place to discuss this project with other players is on our facebook page at
www.facebook.com/baueda
New powerful Fate Cards are always in development so make sure to check out the
latest open beta tests!
Thank you again for your custom and welcome to the Rule of Power!
Yours truly,
Claudio Berni
Development Director
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Introduction
Rule of Power is a highly addictive fishing card game richly endowed with overwhelmingly
beautiful illustrations. Players manipulate Men, Elves and forces of Darkness, competing in
the ultimate struggle to control the supreme Powers of the universe taking turns matching a
card from their hand with one (or more) of those lying face-up on the table, trying to capture
the most powerful combination. A separate strategically customizable deck allow players to
temporarily change some of the cards values or game dynamics to their advantage.
As the game progress it gets even more intense as with each card played, and therefore fewer
cards left in the deck, there is a greater chance of guessing your opponent’s hand. On the basis
of what’s already been played and what you have in hand yourself you can try to postulate what
cards must still be in play and define your game strategy accordingly.
Rule of Power is generally played by two players or by two teams of two players, but it can be
also played by 3, 5, or 6 players.
Play progresses by rounds, divided into hands in which players play and capture cards to score
points and continue until a player or a team scores 11 points and wins the game.
The basic game mechanics are derived from an ancient Italian game which is also the basis of
many traditional card games including Scopa and Cassino.
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The Rule of Power Cards
Two separate decks of cards are used in the game: the World Deck and the Fate Deck.
Only one World Deck is used in a game, shared
between all players, and it always include the
same cards. The standard deck consists of forty
cards divided into four suits, with each suit
having ten cards ranking in value from 1 to 10.
The card suits represent Men, Elves, Forces of
Darkness and Powers of nature.

In addition, each player assembles his own
Fate Deck. This consist of seven cards freely
chosen by the player from his whole collection
of Fate Cards, with the only constraint that it
cannot contain more than one copy of each. In
other words you can never have two identical
cards in your Fate Deck. Each player select
the Fate Cards he wants to use for the coming
game, then shuffles his Fate Deck before the
games starts and places it face down on the playing area next to him.
Note that a player can reassemble his own Fate Deck as he prefers at the beginning of each game,
but must use the same set of seven cards for the entire duration of a single game.
It is not permitted to alter one own Fate Deck in any way between the rounds of the same game.

The “Rule of Power” Cards Seal
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Each and every card in both the World Deck and the Fate Deck have
a seal of ownership in the bottom left corner. You can use the white
space inside the seal to personalize your cards with your very own
signature. It can be your autograph, your initials, a symbol or even just
a stroke of color, or maybe it can be a die punch mark or a stamp...
the possibilities are endless, unleash your fantasy! Wathever you do make sure it will be unique,
your personal seal is very important! It is your seal that will let you tell which ones are your own
cards after they are mixed with those of the other players during the game!

Starting the Game
The game takes place over a number of rounds with each round composed in turn by a number
of hands. The players arrange themselves around the playing area. If playing in teams, the team
members must sit opposite each other. The dealer for the first round is chosen as follows: each
player picks a World Card then all the players reveal their cards at the same time: the one who
has of the lowest value card is the dealer. The dealer shuffles the World Deck and, beginning with
the player to his left and moving clockwise, deals a World Card to each player, one card at a time,
until each player has three cards.
On the first hand only, after each player has been dealt his hand of three World Cards, the dealer
takes four more cards from the top of the World Deck and places them face up in the centre of
the table (these centre cards must be laid out so that they are all visible to all players).
The remainder of the World Deck is temporarily
put aside until everyone has played the last of
his three World Cards, then another hand is
dealt but no more cards are dealt to the centre
after the first deal even if there are no more
cards left down.
Once the full hand has been played (i.e. each and
every player has played all three World Cards they
were dealt at the start of the hand) a new hand
starts.
The dealer deals out three more World Cards to each
player from the remaining cards in the World Deck,
again beginning with the player to his left, and this
continues until all of the World Cards have been
dealt and played (With the basic World Deck this
takes six deals for two players, four deals for three
players and three deals for four players). The dealer
must announce “last hand” when dealing the last
hand of cards.
Note that this means that during an entire single round the same player always goes first every
hand (the one sitting to the left of the dealer), and another player always goes last (the dealer
himself). The player that goes first in a round will be the dealer (and therefore the player that goes
last) in the following round.
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Power Ring Cards

Power Cards

Wizard Cards
Wizards (1)
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Blades (2)

Towers (3)

Minions (4)

Covenanters (5)

Dragon Cards
Servants (6)

Dragons (7)

Champions (8)

Ladies (9)

Rulers (10)
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The Play
During each hand, always starting with the player to the left of the dealer, players take it in turn
to play one card from their hand. If a player plays a card with the same value as one in the play
area (e.g. a 10 over a 10), or the sum of more than one card in the play area (e.g. a 10 over a 2
and a 8), he captures them. If no card is captured, the card played remains face up in the play
area where it can be captured by the other players.
If a card is captured, once all the other players have had an opportunity to see the capturing card,
the player picks up this and the captured card and places them both face down in his capture
stack in front of him (3). These captured cards are then out of play until scores are calculated at
the end of the round.
Whether the player captured a card (or more cards) or not the turn now passes clockwise to the
next player.
NOTES
A player cannot play a card that has the ability
to capture without completing the capture and
placing the capturing and captured cards in
their capture stack. For example, if a 2 and a 4
are on the table and a player want to play a 6,
the player must capture both cards or he has
to play a different card from his hand. He can
not just play the 6 and leave it in the table.
If a player plays a card that may capture either
a single card of the same value or multiple
cards, the player must always capture the
single card.
Once per hand, a player can choose to pick the top card from their own Fate Deck (1) instead
of playing a World Card from his hand (2). After he picked up the Fate Card the turn passes
clockwise to the next player as usual.
Once picked, Fate Cards must be kept in the
player’s hand along with his World Cards.
TIP:
In subsequent rounds, a player can play Fate
use a small heavy object (like a coin)
Cards already in their hand instead of a World
to keep track of the Fate Deck state:
Card. Picked up but unused Fate Cards are
when you pick a fate card place the
kept at the end of each hand and are available
marker on top of it so you'll know
for immediate use in the following hands.
you can not pick again in this hand.
A Fate Deck’s composition cannot be changed
When a new hand is dealt remove
until the end of the game but a player can althe marker and leave it aside until
ways choose not to play a Fate Card he holds
you pick!
in his hand.
read the text
for a detailed
explanation!
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The hand continues as long as at least one player still has World Cards in hand to play. If a
player runs out of World cards he can choose to continue to play using only Fate cards (provided he has some already in hand) or he must skip his turn.
All three World cards that each player receives at the beginning of a hand must be played in
that same hand. Fate cards on the other hand, once have been picked up can always be saved
and carried forward to the next hand.
Fate cards that have been played can not be used again until the end of the round, when each
player's own Fate Deck and the World deck are all shuffled again.
New hands are played until there are no cards left in the World Deck.
If there are not enough cards for everyone to be dealt three cards in the last hand the dealer
simply distributes them normally one card at a time until there are none left. Some players may
therefore receive fewer than three World Cards in the last hand.
Once all of the cards from the World Deck have been played, the player who most recently captured one or more cards is also awarded any remaining cards eventually left in the central playing area. The round is over, points are now counted and scores recorded.
If playing in teams, the team members combine the cards in their capture stacks before counting their points.
If no player or team has yet won the game at the end of the round, the deal moves to the left.
The new dealer shuffles and deals the cards and a new round begins as described above. Note
that this means that the player who always played first in the previous round will now always
play last for this entire round.
TIP:

place the card used to score a clean sweep
face up and perpendicular in the capture
stack (so it is clearly visible, partially
sticking out of the stack) to mark the
point! (4)

If no player or team has yet won the game at
the end of the round, the deal moves to the
left. The new dealer shuffles and deals the
cards and a new round begins as described
above.
Note that this means that the player who
always played first in the previous round will
now always play last for this entire round.
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Scoring
Points are awarded to players or teams holding specific cards or combinations of cards and for
achieving a Clean Sweep.

Cardinal points

Primarily players compete to secure up to four basic points known as Cardinal points.
Players or teams may score 1 Cardinal point by capturing the greatest number of World Cards
and/or by capturing the greatest number of Power Cards. If players or teams have equal numbers
of World Cards or Power Cards in total then the corresponding Cardinal point is not awarded.
All the cards with a value of seven are Dragon cards.
The Fire Dragon card (w007) is worth 1 Cardinal point on its own to the player or team that
captures it while a Pride of Dragons is worth another Cardinal point. A Pride of Dragons is
achieved by the player or team with the most Dragon cards or, in case of parity, the next stronger
card in descending order from Dragons (7s), strongest, down to Wizards (1s), weakest. For example,
assuming two players or teams each have two 7s and two 6s, the pride point is awarded to the
player or team who has the most 5s. If players or teams have exactly equal numbers of all such
cards, then the corresponding Cardinal point is not awarded.
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Power Ring points
The most powerful combination of cards possible in the game is the Rule of Power, which is
initiated by the three Power Ring Cards:
the Cosmic Power (1 ring of adamant – w001)
the Sword of Power (2 rings of gold - w002)
the Temple of Power (3 rings of silver – w003)
Unless a single player or team captures all three Power Ring Cards no Power Ring points are
awarded at all.
If a player or team controls all the Power Ring Cards becomes a Power Master, which is worth 3
points. He also score 1 additional point for each consecutive Power Card he has in order: a total of
4 points for being Power Master and having also the 4 (W004), 5 points for being Power Master
and having the 4 and the 5 (W005) and so on.

The Rule of Power
Control of all the Power cards at the end of a round is called scoring a “Rule of Power” and means
that the player automatically wins the whole game regardless of actual scores, even if only one
single round has been played at that point!
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Clean Sweep points
In addition to the points awarded for capturing specific cards or combinations (the four Cardinal points
and the Power Ring points) players or teams are also awarded additional points for each clean sweep they
took during game play. A clean sweep is awarded when a player clears all the cards from the central
playing area with a “natural” World Card, that is using a World Card without involving the use or the
effect of any Fate Card. A clean sweep is worth 1 point. For example, if the playing area contains only a
2 and a 4, and a player plays a 6 then he clears the table and he is awarded a clean sweep.
The card used to score the clean sweep is placed face up and perpendicular in the capture stack (so it is
clearly visible, partially sticking out of the stack) to mark the point.
Clearing the table on the first or on the last hand of a round does not count as a clean sweep.

Unless it's specifically indicated otherwise in the rules
o f a particular Fate Card, only World Cards counts
for scoring points. So, unless it's specifically indicated
otherwise in the rules for the Fate Card itself, Fate
Cards that act or play as a World Card (like the
Vampire for example) don't count toward Cardinal
points for capturing the greatest number of World
cards, although they can be used to capture true
World Cards which in turn do count for scoring.
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Note that you would score a clean sweep point if there is
only a 1 (a Wizard) in the central playing area and you
clear it by playing another (not empowered) Wizard,
but you would not score a point for clearing the table
if the Wizard got empowered, even if there is still only
a 1 left in the central playing area. In other words, you
can never score a clean sweep playing a Wizard as long
as the MYSTIC CRYSTAL (F001) Fate Card is in play.

Point name and
type
greatest number
of World Cards
(Cardinal point)
greatest number
of Power Cards
(Cardinal point)
Fire Dragon
(Cardinal point)

Point
value

Cards needed

Notes

All World Cards are worth 1/40 of
this point.

On even scores the point is not
awarded.
On even scores the point is not
awarded.

1

All Power Cards are worth 1/10
of this point, including the three
Power Ring Cards.
The Fire Dragon card (w007)
alone secures this point.

This card also count toward the
Pride of Dragons!

Pride of Dragons
(Cardinal point)

1

Each Dragon card is worth 1/4 of
this point.

On even scores the next highest
cards are considered (6s,5s,4s...)

Power Master
(Power Ring point)

3

Each Power Ring Card is worth
1/3 of this point.

All three Power Ring Cards are
needed to score this point!

Power point
(Power Ring point)

1

For each consecutive Power Card
in order.

Only awarded if player scores
Power Master ﬁrst!

Clean Sweep
points

1

Any natural* World Card that
clears all those in play.

Not awarded on the ﬁrst and on
the last hand of every round.

1

1

* a natural World Card is a card that belongs to the World Deck, explicitly excluding any Fate Card even one that acts as a
World Card.

Winning the Game
Cardinal points, Power Ring points and Clean Sweep points are all the same worth and are all
added together to get the final player or team score.
The game is generally won by the player or team who first scores 11 points and also has a greater
total than any other team or players at the end of the round.
This is the default victory condition if there is no previous agreement between players.
If all players agree to it before starting it is possible to play longer games rising the minimum
required score to win by 5 points at a time (so the first who scores 16, 21, 26, 31, etc.)
In the case of a draw, the game continue until the final score is not even at the end of a round,
with the highest score winning the game.
It is important to note that points are all calculated together at the end of the round. For this
reason a player or team that scores 11 points cannot immediately claim victory during a round.
It is still possible that the opposing player or team ends up with a tied or higher score once all
points are calculated!
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Fate Cards Effects

In addition to a complete World Deck the basic game include a starting set of eight Fate Cards,
as detailed below. Additional Fate Cards expansion sets are published separately and a full
explanantion of their effects is included. Fate Cards are grouped into categories, much as World
Cards are organized in suits. Fate cards can be Magic, Characters, Creatures or Events. Some Fate
Card has effect on a whole category of other cards. Discarded Fate Cards can be put into your
own Capture Stack for convenience, but generally won’t count when calculating points.
Remember that Fate Card can never be used to score a clean sweep point!
These are the general rules, but many cards add special rules, so that there may be cases when
the rules disagrees with a card. Whenever such a case arise and the card rules may be in
conflict with the general rules, you should always follow what it says on the card rules.
These are the Fate Cards included with the Starter Pack:
MYSTIC CRYSTAL (Magic) F001
When played this card is placed in front of the owning player, next to his
capture stack, where it will remain until the end of the round, unless it
is removed first by the effect of another Fate Card. As long as it remains
in play all Wizards are empowered by the Mystic Crystal and acquire the
ability to capture at once all cards which are in the central playing area.
When empowered wizards are played no clean sweep points are scored. Only
one Mystic Crystal can be in play at any time; if one is already in play and
another one is played on top of it, both are immediately discarded.
THE WARLOCK (Creature) F002
The Warlock is played as if it was a World Card, and being a Wizard it is
also empowered by the Mystic Crystal whenever it is in play.
However, like all Fate Cards that act or play as a World Card, the Warlock
doesn't count toward Cardinal points for capturing
the greatest number of World cards, although it can
be used to capture actual World Cards which in turn
do count for scoring.
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THE VAMPIRE (Creature) F003
The Vampire is played as if it was a World Card and is a Ruler, with a
value of Ten.

DARK DECAY (Event) F004
When played forces all opponents to discard one card from their hand (this
could be a World Card or a Fate Card at their own choice). Dark Decay is
then discarded immediately and the turn pass to the next player.
MIRROR SWAP (Magic) F005
When played forces a target player to swap an equal
number of World Cards from his current hand with
all yours. If he has more the cards to swap are picked
without looking. When playing in teams it can also be
played on a fellow member of the team to swap cards
with him. Mirror swap is then immediately discarded
and the turn pass to the next player.
THE THIEF (Character) F006
When played allows to steal the top card from the capture deck of one
opponent player and add it to your own. The thief is then immediately
discarded and the turn pass to the next player.
THE EXORCIST (Character) F007
When played this card is placed in front of
the owning player, next to his capture stack,
where it will remain until the end of the round, unless someone plays a
Minion Card. A Minion is a World Card with a value of four, if anyone
plays a four the Exorcist is immediately removed and has no longer any
effect. The Exorcist can not be played if a Minion card is currently in the
central playing area. Once it is played the Exorcist immediately remove
any Creature Card currently in play, including any that it is in the
central playing area, but not counting any that
it is already in a player capture stack or still in
his hand. Also, as long as it remains in play,
the Exorcist prevent any player to play any new
Creature Card.
RENEWAL (Event) F008
When played entitles the player to receive an additional World Card, which
is taken from the top of the remaining World Deck. Renewal is then
immediately discarded and the turn pass to the next player.
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Glossary
Capturing – The action of matching or overpowering one or more cards in the play area using a card
from one own's hand in order to add them to one own capture stack.
Capture stack – The pile of cards a Player has captured during a single hand, placed in front of him. The
capture stack is also the place were to put used up and discarded Fate Cards.
World Card – a card that belong to the World Deck.
World Deck – The main deck used in the game, shared between all players. It consists of forty cards
divided into four suits with each suit having ten cards ranking in value from 1 to 10. The card suits
represent Men, Elves, Forces of Darkness and Powers of nature.
Fate Card – a card that belong to the Fate Deck.
Fate Deck – a Player own customizable set of seven cards chosen by the player himself before the start of
the game from his own collection of Fate Cards.
Round – a single game is divided in a number of rounds, how many exactly depends on the amount of
points a player or a team scores in each round. By default a game is won by the player or team who first
scores at least 11 points, so if for example a player scores 4 points per round the game will last 3 rounds.
Hand – a single round is divided in a number of hands which depend on the number of players in
the game. The standard World Deck consist of forty cards, and three cards are dealt each hand to
each player, in addition to the four cards put in play by the dealer at the beginning of a game, so if for
example the game is played in two, each round will have six hands: (3+3)x6+4=40 In four players it would
be three hands: (3+3+3+3)x3+4=40
Note that this means that in a four player game each player will be able to play only three fate cards from his own
deck of seven.
Cardinal points – the four basic points which player compete for each round, achieved for capturing:
the greatest number of World Cards (1 point), the greatest number of Power Cards (1 point), the Dragon
power card (w007 - 1 point) and the Pride of Dragons (1 point).
Dragon card – a card which has a value of seven anc count toward the Pride of Dragons. Dragon cards
are particularly important for scoring points
and are distinguished by this special symbol:
Pride of Dragons – a combination of captured cards achieved by the player or team with the most
Dragon cards (7s), or, in case of parity, the next highest card in descending order from Dragons (7s),
strongest, down to Wizards (1s), weakest.
Wizard card – a card which has a value of one. It has special abilities which are triggered by playing
some particular Fate Card. Wizard Cards are distinguished by this special symbol:

Power card – any World Card which belongs to the “Rule of Power” suit. The standard World Deck
include ten Power cards ranking in value from 1 to 10 (W001 to W010).
Power Ring card – one of the three lowest value World Card which belongs to the “Rule of Powers” suit.
Power Ring Cards are distinguished by one of these special symbols:
Cosmic Power
(W001)
1 ring of adamant

Power of steel
(W002)
2 rings of gold

Temple of Power
(W003)
3 rings of silver

Power Ring Points – Points scored with the most powerful combination of captured card possible in the
game, which is achieved by the player or team that captures all three Power Ring Cards (W001, W002,
W003). This is the minimum combination and it is worth 3 points, plus 1 additional point is cored for
each consecutive captured Power Card in order (W004, W005, W006, etc.).
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Higher
Powers!
World Deck expansion

12 New World Cards!
Including three cards with
value of 11, 12 and 13 for all
four suits: Men, Elves, Forces of
Darkness and Powers of nature.
This expansion will allow you to play
two more rounds in 2 players or one
more round in 4 players!

Power Of Fate!
Fate Deck expansion

8 New Fate Cards, including:
The Spy (Character),
The shapeshifter (Character),
Possession (Magic),
Damnation (Magic),
Golden Dragon (Creature),
Orc (Creature),
Athena’s Knot (Event),
Time Glitch
(Event).
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